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The Ottoman Empire began in 1300 under the almost legendary Osman I, reached its apogee
in the sixteenth century under Suleiman the Magnificent, whose forces threatened the gates of
Vienna, and gradually diminished thereafter until Mehmed VI was sent into exile by Mustafa
Kemal (Ataturk). In this definitive history of the Ottoman Empire, Lord Kinross, painstaking
historian and superb writer, never loses sight of the larger issues, economic, political, and
social. At the same time he delineates his characters with obvious zest, displaying them in all
their extravagance, audacity and, sometimes, ruthlessness.
This book is a post-revisionist history of the late Ottoman Empire that makes a major
contribution to Ottoman scholarship.
An extraordinary novel about the ubiquitous mysteries of family, memory and music. London,
2010: Icelandic volcanoes have the city in gridlock, banks topple like dominoes and Brandon
Kussgarten has been shot dead by gunmen in Donald Duck masks. His death draws his twin
brother -- shy, bookish Adam -- into Brandon's underworld of deceit and desire. A miniature
kingdom sprouts in a Notting Hill tower-block, LA mansions burn in week-long parties, and in a
Baroque hotel suite a record is being made that could redeem its maker even as it destroys
him. As Adam begins to fall for his brother's shattered family he finds that to win them for
himself he'll have to lose everything that he holds dear. This intelligent, intriguing and
emotionally-searing tale of fractured identities, narcissism and ambition questions how being
loved for what others think we are differs from who we are to ourselves. With echoes of
Performance, The Talented Mr Ripley and Mulholland Drive, The Ruins delves into the dark
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heart of fame: magic, music and murder.
The dream gift this Christmas . . . Radio 1 broadcasters and bestselling authors of KID
NORMAL - Greg James and Chris Smith - are back with a mind-bending adventure you won't
want to wake up from . . . Have you ever had a really strange dream? Maya Clayton definitely
has. Last night she dreamt that her dad, the brilliant but slightly odd Professor Dexter, had
been trapped in a nightmare by his evil boss Lilith Delamere! But it's not just a dream - it's real
and Maya and her new friends the Dream Bandits must rescue the Professor before it's too
late! All they need is a bit of courage and a LOT of imagination. Readers LOVE The Great
Dream Robbery: 'I wanna be a member of the Dream Bandits!' 'Escapist and daft and just a
whole lot of fun' 'Thoroughly enjoyed it from beginning to crazy end' 'This madcap adventure
could have only been dreamt up by the crazy minds of Greg James and Chris Smith - part
science-fiction, part mission impossible, part mystery that needs solving and a whole lot of fun'
Since the Turks first shattered the glory of the French crusaders in 1396, the Ottoman Empire
has exerted a long, strong pull on Western minds. For six hundred years, the Empire swelled
and declined. Islamic, martial, civilized, and tolerant, in three centuries it advanced from the
dusty foothills of Anatolia to rule on the Danube and the Nile; at the Empire's height, Indian
rajahs and the kings of France beseeched its aid. For the next three hundred years the Empire
seemed ready to collapse, a prodigy of survival and decay. Early in the twentieth century it fell.
In this dazzling evocation of its power, Jason Goodwin explores how the Ottomans rose and
how, against all odds, they lingered on. In the process he unfolds a sequence of mysteries,
triumphs, treasures, and terrors unknown to most American readers. This was a place where
pillows spoke and birds were fed in the snow; where time itself unfolded at a different rate and
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clocks were banned; where sounds were different, and even the hyacinths too strong to sniff.
Dramatic and passionate, comic and gruesome, Lords of the Horizons is a history, a travel
book, and a vision of a lost world all in one.
A history of 600 years - an epic story of a dynasty that started as a small group of cavalry
mercenaries to become the absolute rulers of the greatest and longest lasting Islamic empire in
history.
World War I was a watershed in modern world history. On the battlefield, millions were
slaughtered by chemical warfare, machine guns, and trench warfare—and this senseless
bloodletting remains the most enduring legacy of the Great War. Critical to understanding the
war’s significance is the often-overlooked emergence of a “modern” dynamic grassroots
peace movement that both opposed war and sought to abolish its social causes. Edited by
Scott H. Bennett and Charles F. Howlett, Antiwar Dissent and Peace Activism in World War I
America presents primary documents, most anthologized for the first time, illustrating
opposition and resistance to the war and the government’s efforts to promote the war and
restrict dissent. This fresh collection highlights the broad range of antiwar sentiment: religious
and secular, liberal and radical, pacifist and nonpacifist, including conscientious objection. It
also addresses key issues raised by the antiwar movement—particularly dissent in wartime, civil
liberties, the meaning of patriotism, and citizen peace activism—that remain vital to
understanding American democracy.
“Dan Jones is an entertainer, but also a bona fide historian. Seldom does one find serious
scholarship so easy to read.” – The Times, Book of the Year A New York Times bestseller, this
major new history of the knights Templar is “a fresh, muscular and compelling history of the
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ultimate military-religious crusading order, combining sensible scholarship with narrative
swagger" – Simon Sebag Montefiore, author of Jerusalem A faltering war in the middle east. A
band of elite warriors determined to fight to the death to protect Christianity’s holiest sites. A
global financial network unaccountable to any government. A sinister plot founded on a web of
lies. Jerusalem 1119. A small group of knights seeking a purpose in the violent aftermath of the
First Crusade decides to set up a new order. These are the first Knights Templar, a band of
elite warriors prepared to give their lives to protect Christian pilgrims to the Holy Land. Over the
next two hundred years, the Templars would become the most powerful religious order of the
medieval world. Their legend has inspired fervent speculation ever since. In this
groundbreaking narrative history, Dan Jones tells the true story of the Templars for the first
time in a generation, drawing on extensive original sources to build a gripping account of these
Christian holy warriors whose heroism and alleged depravity have been shrouded in myth. The
Templars were protected by the pope and sworn to strict vows of celibacy. They fought the
forces of Islam in hand-to-hand combat on the sun-baked hills where Jesus lived and died,
finding their nemesis in Saladin, who vowed to drive all Christians from the lands of Islam.
Experts at channeling money across borders, they established the medieval world’s largest
and most innovative banking network and waged private wars against anyone who threatened
their interests. Then, as they faced setbacks at the hands of the ruthless Mamluk sultan
Baybars and were forced to retreat to their stronghold in Cyprus, a vindictive and cashstrapped King of France set his sights on their fortune. His administrators quietly mounted a
damning case against the Templars, built on deliberate lies and false testimony. On Friday
October 13, 1307, hundreds of brothers were arrested, imprisoned and tortured, and the order
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was disbanded amid lurid accusations of sexual misconduct and heresy. They were tried by
the Pope in secret proceedings and their last master was brutally tortured and burned at the
stake. But were they heretics or victims of a ruthlessly repressive state? Dan Jones goes back
to the sources tobring their dramatic tale, so relevant to our own times, to life in a book that is
at once authoritative and compulsively readable.

Poems steeped in the Somali tradition refract the streets of Ferguson, the halls of
Guantanamo, and the fields near Abu Ghraib through the myth of Adam and Eve to
ask: What does it mean to be a refugee?
A Christian boy in Pakistan is accused of blasphemy?a crime punishable by death.
Haunted by a tragic past, a young lawyer named Sikander Ghaznavi returns to Pakistan
after many years abroad, and takes on the defence of the boy. He reaches out to the
sharpest human rights lawyer he knows?the woman he has loved for years, but now
another man’s wife. As they deal with their unresolved feelings, the lawyers confront a
corrupt system, a town turned against them, and a prophecy that predicts their death.
Will they save the boy? Or will the city of Quetta, its prejudice inflamed by religious
extremists, consume them and deliver them to a deadly fate?
In Islamic law the world was made up of the 'House of Islam' and the 'House of War'
with the Ottoman Sultan - successor to the early Caliphs - as supreme ruler of the
Islamic world. However, in this ground-breaking study of the Ottoman Empire in the
early modern period, Suraiya Faroqhi demonstrates that there was no 'iron curtain'
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between the Ottoman and 'other' worlds but rather a long-established network of
connections - diplomatic, trading and financial., cultural and religious. These extended
beyond regional contacts to the empires of Asia and the burgeoning 'modern' states of
Europe - England, France, the Netherlands and Venice. Of course, military conflict was
a constant factor in these relationships, but the overriding reality was 'one world' and
contact between cultured and pragmatic elites - even 'gentlemen travelling for pleasure'
- as well as pilgrimage and close artistic contact with the European Renaissance.
Faroqhi's book is based on a huge study of original and early modern sources,
including diplomatic records, travel and geographical writing, as well as personal
accounts. Its breadth and originality will make it essential reading for historians of
Europe and the Middle East.
The name "Ottoman" was coined from the chieftain (or "Bey") called Osman, who
declared independence from the Seljuk Turks. This beautiful book takes you through
the captivating rise and fall of the powerful Ottoman dynasty, from its origins to its
inception as a world power that served as a turning point in the history of North Africa,
Southeast Europe, the Middle East, and even the rest of the world. ?
A monumental work of history that reveals the Ottoman dynasty's important role in the
emergence of early modern Europe The Ottomans have long been viewed as despots
who conquered through sheer military might, and whose dynasty was peripheral to
those of Europe. The Last Muslim Conquest transforms our understanding of the
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Ottoman Empire, showing how Ottoman statecraft was far more pragmatic and
sophisticated than previously acknowledged, and how the Ottoman dynasty was a
crucial player in the power struggles of early modern Europe. In this panoramic and
multifaceted book, Gábor Ágoston captures the grand sweep of Ottoman history, from
the dynasty's stunning rise to power at the turn of the fourteenth century to the Siege of
Vienna in 1683, which brought an end to Ottoman incursions into central Europe. He
discusses how the Ottoman wars of conquest gave rise to the imperial rivalry with the
Habsburgs, and brings vividly to life the intrigues of sultans, kings, popes, and spies.
Ágoston examines the subtler methods of Ottoman conquest, such as dynastic
marriages and the incorporation of conquered peoples into the Ottoman administration,
and argues that while the Ottoman Empire was shaped by Turkish, Iranian, and Islamic
influences, it was also an integral part of Europe and was, in many ways, a European
empire. Rich in narrative detail, The Last Muslim Conquest looks at Ottoman military
capabilities, frontier management, law, diplomacy, and intelligence, offering new
perspectives on the gradual shift in power between the Ottomans and their European
rivals and reframing the old story of Ottoman decline.
Victor Hugo meets Papillon in this effervescent memoir of war, slavery, and selfdiscovery, told with aplomb and humor in its first English translation. A pioneering work
of Ottoman Turkish literature, Prisoner of the Infidels brings the seventeenth-century
memoir of Osman Agha of Timi?oara—slave, adventurer, and diplomat—into English for
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the first time. The sweeping story of Osman’s life begins upon his capture and
subsequent enslavement during the Ottoman–Habsburg Wars. Adrift in a landscape far
from his home and traded from one master to another, Osman tells a tale of indignation
and betrayal but also of wonder and resilience, punctuated with queer trysts, back-alley
knife fights, and elaborate ruses to regain his freedom. Throughout his adventures,
Osman is forced to come to terms with his personhood and sense of belonging: What
does it mean to be alone in a foreign realm and treated as subhuman chattel, yet
surrounded by those who see him as an object of exotic desire or even genuine
affection? Through his eyes, we are treated to an intimate view of seventeenth-century
Europe from the singular perspective of an insider/outsider, who by the end his account
can no longer reckon the boundary between Islam and Christendom, between the land
of his capture and the land of his birth, or even between slavery and redemption.
Ottoman Empire A startling reality burst Osman's dream of a sole enduring promise
land. The pious, Sufi mystics, beys, emirs and tribes on Anatolia's frontiers chased the
Ottoman vision. Sultans would rise and build multicultural millets and stir the soul of
caliphs. Drawn to the allure of the Orient Express, coffee and velvet, the burst didn't
happen over night. Merchants, nobility and guilded artisans built markets and trade
routes. Risking their lives, Ottomans crossed the pirate-riddled Adriatic. Sultans and
gazis embraced the crescent's rise. Inside you will read about... - Origins until the
Balkan Conquests- Institutions & Society: Millets, Guilds, Trade, Religion and
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Mysticism- Fifteenth Century Imperial Style, Sixteenth Century Golden Age, Cracks
before World War I- The Eastern QuestionAnd much more!.Western industrialization
and the Enlightenment gripped hearts and minds as starry-eyed Ottoman astronomers
and society embraced a Golden Age. Yet with any rise comes the reality that Sir
Lawrence of Arabia and the Berlin-Baghdad Express alliances could only foreshadow.
Designs on the lands turned the empire into the Eastern Question during World War I in
a prelude to today's Middle East.
The Ottomans ruled much of the Arab World for four centuries. Bruce Masters's work
surveys this period, emphasizing the cultural and social changes that occurred against
the backdrop of the political realities that Arabs experienced as subjects of the Ottoman
sultans. The persistence of Ottoman rule over a vast area for several centuries required
that some Arabs collaborate in the imperial enterprise. Masters highlights the role of
two social classes that made the empire successful: the Sunni Muslim religious
scholars, the ulama, and the urban notables, the acyan. Both groups identified with the
Ottoman sultanate and were its firmest backers, although for different reasons. The
ulama legitimated the Ottoman state as a righteous Muslim sultanate, while the acyan
emerged as the dominant political and economic class in most Arab cities due to their
connections to the regime. Together, the two helped to maintain the empire.
The definitive history of the Ottoman Empire The Ottoman Empire was one of the
largest and most influential empires in world history. Its reach extended to three
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continents and it survived for more than six centuries, but its history is too often colored
by the memory of its bloody final throes on the battlefields of World War I. In this
magisterial work-the first definitive account written for the general reader-renowned
scholar and journalist Caroline Finkel lucidly recounts the epic story of the Ottoman
Empire from its origins in the thirteenth century through its destruction in the twentieth.
In 1914 the Ottoman Empire was depleted of men and resources after years of war
against Balkan nationalist and Italian forces. But in the aftermath of the assassination in
Sarajevo, the powers of Europe were sliding inexorably toward war, and not even the
Middle East could escape the vast and enduring consequences of one of the most
destructive conflicts in human history. The Great War spelled the end of the Ottomans,
unleashing powerful forces that would forever change the face of the Middle East. In
The Fall of the Ottomans, award-winning historian Eugene Rogan brings the First World
War and its immediate aftermath in the Middle East to vivid life, uncovering the often
ignored story of the region's crucial role in the conflict. Bolstered by German money,
arms, and military advisors, the Ottomans took on the Russian, British, and French
forces, and tried to provoke Jihad against the Allies in their Muslim colonies. Unlike the
static killing fields of the Western Front, the war in the Middle East was fast-moving and
unpredictable, with the Turks inflicting decisive defeats on the Entente in Gallipoli,
Mesopotamia, and Gaza before the tide of battle turned in the Allies' favor. The great
cities of Baghdad, Jerusalem, and, finally, Damascus fell to invading armies before the
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Ottomans agreed to an armistice in 1918. The postwar settlement led to the partition of
Ottoman lands between the victorious powers, and laid the groundwork for the ongoing
conflicts that continue to plague the modern Arab world. A sweeping narrative of battles
and political intrigue from Gallipoli to Arabia, The Fall of the Ottomans is essential
reading for anyone seeking to understand the Great War and the making of the modern
Middle East.
The Ottoman Army had a significant effect on the history of the modern world and
particularly on that of the Middle East and Europe. This study, written by a Turkish and
an American scholar, is a revision and corrective to western accounts because it is
based on Turkish interpretations, rather than European interpretations, of events. As
the world's dominant military machine from 1300 to the mid-1700's, the Ottoman Army
led the way in military institutions, organizational structures, technology, and tactics. In
decline thereafter, it nevertheless remained a considerable force to be counted in the
balance of power through 1918. From its nomadic origins, it underwent revolutions in
military affairs as well as several transformations which enabled it to compete on
favorable terms with the best of armies of the day. This study tracks the growth of the
Ottoman Army as a professional institution from the perspective of the Ottomans
themselves, by using previously untapped Ottoman source materials. Additionally, the
impact of important commanders and the role of politics, as these affected the army,
are examined. The study concludes with the Ottoman legacy and its effect on the
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Republic and modern Turkish Army. This is a study survey that combines an
introductory view of this subject with fresh and original reference-level information.
Divided into distinct periods, Uyar and Erickson open with a brief overview of the
establishment of the Ottoman Empire and the military systems that shaped the early
military patterns. The Ottoman army emerged forcefully in 1453 during the siege of
Constantinople and became a dominant social and political force for nearly two hundred
years following Mehmed's capture of the city. When the army began to show signs of
decay during the mid-seventeenth century, successive Sultans actively sought to
transform the institution that protected their power. The reforms and transformations
that began frist in 1606successfully preserved the army until the outbreak of the
Ottoman-Russian War in 1876. Though the war was brief, its impact was enormous as
nationalistic and republican strains placed increasing pressure on the Sultan and his
army until, finally, in 1918, those strains proved too great to overcome. By 1923,
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk emerged as the leader of a unified national state ruled by a new
National Parliament. As Uyar and Erickson demonstrate, the old army of the Sultan had
become the army of the Republic, symbolizing the transformation of a dying empire to
the new Turkish state make clear that throughout much of its existence, the Ottoman
Army was an effective fighting force with professional military institutions and
organizational structures.
Ottoman Empire A startling reality burst Osman's dream of a sole enduring promise
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land. The pious, Sufi mystics, beys, emirs and tribes on Anatolia's frontiers chased the
Ottoman vision. Sultans would rise and build multicultural millets and stir the soul of
caliphs. Drawn to the allure of the Orient Express, coffee and velvet, the burst didn't
happen over night. Merchants, nobility and guilded artisans built markets and trade
routes. Risking their lives, Ottomans crossed the pirate-riddled Adriatic. Sultans and
gazis embraced the crescent's rise. Inside you will read about... - Origins until the
Balkan Conquests - Institutions & Society: Millets, Guilds, Trade, Religion and
Mysticism - Fifteenth Century Imperial Style, Sixteenth Century Golden Age, Cracks
before World War I - The Eastern Question And much more!. Western industrialization
and the Enlightenment gripped hearts and minds as starry-eyed Ottoman astronomers
and society embraced a Golden Age. Yet with any rise comes the reality that Sir
Lawrence of Arabia and the Berlin-Baghdad Express alliances could only foreshadow.
Designs on the lands turned the empire into the Eastern Question during World War I in
a prelude to today's Middle East.
Yaron Ayalon explores the Ottoman Empire's history of natural disasters and its
responses on a state, communal, and individual level.
The cultural heritage of the Ottoman Empire has traditionally been presented to us
through its monuments and high arts. Our understanding of its culture has thus come
from a world created by and for sultans, viziers and the elite of the Empire. But what of
the world of the craftsmen and tradesmen who produced the monuments and artefacts?
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Or the townspeople who prayed in the mosques, drank water from the sebils or passed
by the mausolea in the ordinary course of their lives? How did they live and die? To
date no book has adequately explored the day-to-day life of the common people during
the centuries of Ottoman rule. In this new edition Faroqhi explores the urban world of
the Ottoman lands from the Middle Ages to the early 20th century, describing the social
significance of the popular arts and crafts of the period and examining the interaction
among the diverse populations and classes of the Empire.
The Ottoman chronicles recount that the first sultan, Osman, dreamt of the dynasty he
would found - a tree, fully-formed, emerged from his navel, symbolising the vigour of his
successors and the extent of their domains. This is the first book to tell the full story of
the Ottoman dynasty that for six centuries held sway over territories stretching, at their
greatest, from Hungary to the Persian Gulf, and from North Africa to the Caucasus.
Understanding the realization of Osman's vision is essential for anyone who seeks to
understand the modern world.
*Includes pictures *Includes contemporary accounts *Includes online resources and a
bibliography for further reading In terms of geopolitics, perhaps the most seminal event
of the Middle Ages was the successful Ottoman siege of Constantinople in 1453. The
city had been an imperial capital as far back as the 4th century, when Constantine the
Great shifted the power center of the Roman Empire there, effectively establishing two
almost equally powerful halves of antiquity's greatest empire. Constantinople would
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continue to serve as the capital of the Byzantine Empire even after the Western half of
the Roman Empire collapsed in the late 5th century. Naturally, the Ottoman Empire
would also use Constantinople as the capital of its empire after their conquest
effectively ended the Byzantine Empire, and thanks to its strategic location, it has been
a trading center for years and remains one today under the Turkish name of Istanbul. In
the wake of taking Constantinople, the Ottoman Empire would spend the next few
centuries expanding its size, power, and influence, bumping up against Eastern Europe
and becoming one of the world's most important geopolitical players. It was a rise that
would not truly start to wane until the 19th century, and the Ottomans would maintain
their empire until the end of World War I. Osman I, who is now recognized as being the
first leader of the Ottoman Empire before dying in 1323 or 1324, is one of history's most
important leaders, so it is ironic that little is known about his life. Historians have
searched in vain for a single historical record dating from his reign, despite the fact he
was the founder of the Ottoman Empire, a state which conquered Asia Minor, most of
the Middle East, North Africa, and the Balkans before reaching the very walls of Vienna.
In the struggle between Christian and Islamic powers, it was the first state to challenge
hegemony over Europe since the Umayyad Caliphate was defeated by the Franks at
the Battle of Tours in 732. Even after its demise, the politics of the Balkan states is very
much influenced by the Ottoman past, and Muslim populations remain in the European
lands once occupied by the Ottomans. The Middle East's politics and conflicts trace
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back to the dissolution of the empire, and in Turkey, the Ottoman legacy remains a
topic of national debate. President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has declared that modern
Turkey is the "continuation" of the Ottoman Empire, arguing that Turkey needs to return
to its Islamic roots. While there may be no contemporary records about Osman, plenty
of evidence exists about his deeds, the times he lived in, and Ottoman society under his
leadership. Accounts of his life wEre written more than 100 years after his death, and
his birthdate is unknown, though he must have been born in the middle of the 13th
century. Even his name is not entirely clear; "Osman" suggests an Arabic origin, but he
was a Turk and his name was probably Atman or Ataman. This is certainly how the
contemporary Greek historian Pachymeres (1242-c.1310) renders the name, and it is
possible that Atman adopted the more prestigious name Osman later in life. Most
importantly, according to tradition he was the son of Ertugrul, leader of the Kayi tribe of
the Oghuz Turks. Osman I: The Life and Legacy of the Ottoman Empire's First Sultan
chronicles his life and accomplishments, and the massive impact he had on the
Ottomans and the world around him. Along with pictures of important people, places,
and events, you will learn about Osman I like never before.
Persian served as the primary language of historical writing over the period of the early
modern Islamic empires of the Ottomans, Safavids and Mughals. Historians writing
under these empires read and cited each other's work, some moving from one empire
to another, writing under different rival dynasties at various points in time. Emphasising
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the importance of looking beyond the confines of political boundaries in studying this
phenomenon, Sholeh A. Quinn employs a variety of historiographical approaches to
draw attention to the importance of placing these histories not only within their historical
context, but also historiographical context. This first comparative study of Persian
historiography from the 16th-17th centuries presents in-depth case analyses alongside
a wide array of primary sources written under the Ottomans, Safavids and Mughals to
illustrate that Persian historiography during this era was part of an extensive universe of
literary-historical writing.
Cemal Kafadar offers a much more subtle and complex interpretation of the early
Ottoman period than that provided by other historians. His careful analysis of medieval
as well as modern historiography from the perspective of a cultural historian
demonstrates how ethnic, tribal, linguistic, religious, and political affiliations were all at
play in the struggle for power in Anatolia and the Balkans during the late Middle Ages.
This highly original look at the rise of the Ottoman empire—the longest-lived political
entity in human history—shows the transformation of a tiny frontier enterprise into a
centralized imperial state that saw itself as both leader of the world's Muslims and heir
to the Eastern Roman Empire.
-- Greg Bak, Early Modern Literary Studies
At the turn of the 19th century, the Ottoman Empire straddled three continents and
encompassed extraordinary ethnic and cultural diversity among the millions of people
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living within its borders. This text provides a concise history of the late empire between
1789 and 1918, turbulent years marked by incredible social change.
This illustrated textbook covers the full history of the Ottoman Empire, from its genesis
to its dissolution.
In God Doesn't Whisper, Pastor Jim Osman examines the assumptions, practices, and
Scriptural citations of those who promote Hearing the Voice of God theology. This book
provides a thorough examination of the Scriptures often used to promote the practice of
listening for the voice of God. What is the still small voice? Does God speak through
signs? What about open doors, dreams, and "feeling led"? What is the biblical model
for decision-making? Scripture is clear: God Doesn't Whisper.
The Ottoman Empire was one of the most important non-Western states to survive from
medieval to modern times, and played a vital role in European and global history. It
continues to affect the peoples of the Middle East, the Balkans and central and western
Europe to the present day. This new survey examines the major trends during the latter
years of the empire; it pays attention to gender issues and to hotly-debated topics such
as the treatment of minorities. In this second edition, Donald Quataert has updated his
lively and authoritative text, revised the bibliographies, and included brief biographies of
major figures on the Byzantines and the post Ottoman Middle East. This accessible
narrative is supported by maps, illustrations and genealogical and chronological tables,
which will be of help to students and non-specialists alike. It will appeal to anyone
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interested in the history of the Middle East.
"First published in hardcover in Great Britain by Viking, an imprint of Penguin Books, a
division of Penguin Random House Ltd., London"--Copyright page.
The "fascinating . . . lively" story of the Russian slave girl Roxelana, who rose from
concubine to become the only queen of the Ottoman empire (New York Times). In
Empress of the East, historian Leslie Peirce tells the remarkable story of a Christian
slave girl, Roxelana, who was abducted by slave traders from her Ruthenian homeland
and brought to the harem of Sultan Suleyman the Magnificent in Istanbul. Suleyman
became besotted with her and foreswore all other concubines. Then, in an
unprecedented step, he freed her and married her. The bold and canny Roxelana soon
became a shrewd diplomat and philanthropist, who helped Suleyman keep pace with a
changing world in which women, from Isabella of Hungary to Catherine de Medici,
increasingly held the reins of power. Until now Roxelana has been seen as a
seductress who brought ruin to the empire, but in Empress of the East, Peirce reveals
the true history of an elusive figure who transformed the Ottoman harem into an
institution of imperial rule.
Justin McCarthy's introductory survey traces the whole history of the Ottoman Turks
from their obscure beginnings in central Asia, through the establishment and rise of the
Ottoman Empire to its collapse after World War One under the pressures of
nationalism. Vividly illustrated with many maps, this introductory overview is designed
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for non-specialists but is written with great authority and with access to original sources.
It fills an important gap for an authoritative but accessible account of the rise of one of
the world's great civilizations.
The Ottoman Empire was a formidable force involved in European politics and
commerce, yet it has not received its due in popular narratives of early modern history.
In this beautifully illustrated overview, Renée Worringer provides a clear and
comprehensive account of the Empire’s six-hundred-year history. Uncovering the
strategies behind the longevity of the Ottoman Empire, the author highlights the
Empire’s pragmatism and flexibility in governing over vast territories and diverse
peoples. In full color throughout, A Short History of the Ottoman Empire uses clear
headings, themes, text boxes, primary source translations, and maps to assist students
in understanding the Empire’s complex and lengthy history.
Nothing has felt right since she told the lie... Claire Carmichael leads a charmed life.
She has two beautiful sons, Jamie and Joshua, and a handsome and successful
husband who loves her. She has been taught well by her mother – the most important
thing Claire has is her good reputation. He said, she said... Even when she was in
school, Claire had it all. She was clever, likable, and after passing the initiation tests,
she was welcomed into the society of popular girls – The Queen Bees. So when a
scandal threatened to ruin Claire's reputation, the Queen Bees closed rank to protect
her, no matter who else got hurt. Never forgotten, never forgiven... Claire may have
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moved on from her school days, but for one person who she hurt irreparably, those
memories are as fresh as blood. And all it takes to reap their revenge, is ONE
PERFECT LIE. The latest heart-racing psychological thriller from the author of the
bestselling The Good Mother. Perfect for fans of Lucy Clarke, Paula Hawkins and Lisa
Jewell.
Based on the author's dissertation (Columbia University).
In this seminal study, Jane Hathaway presents a wide-ranging reassessment of the
effects of Ottoman rule on the Arab Lands of Egypt, Greater Syria, Iraq and Yemen the first of its kind in over forty years. Challenging outmoded perceptions of this period
as a demoralizing prelude to the rise of Arab nationalism and Arab nation-states in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Hathaway depicts an era of immense social,
cultural, economic and political change which helped to shape the foundations of
today's modern Middle and Near East. Taking full advantage of a wide range of Arabic
and Ottoman primary sources, she examines the changing fortunes of not only the
political elite but also the broader population of merchants, shopkeepers, peasants,
tribal populations, religious scholars, women, and ethnic and religious minorities who
inhabited this diverse and volatile region. With masterly concision and clarity, Hathaway
guides the reader through all the key current approaches to and debates surrounding
Arab society during this period. This is far more than just another political history; it is a
global study which offers an entirely new perspective on the era and region as a whole.
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For centuries following the spread of Islam, the Middle East was far ahead of Europe.
Yet, the modern economy was born in Europe. Why was it not born in the Middle East?
In this book Jared Rubin examines the role that Islam played in this reversal of fortunes.
It argues that the religion itself is not to blame; the importance of religious legitimacy in
Middle Eastern politics was the primary culprit. Muslim religious authorities were given
an important seat at the political bargaining table, which they used to block important
advancements such as the printing press and lending at interest. In Europe, however,
the Church played a weaker role in legitimizing rule, especially where Protestantism
spread (indeed, the Reformation was successful due to the spread of printing, which
was blocked in the Middle East). It was precisely in those Protestant nations, especially
England and the Dutch Republic, where the modern economy was born.
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